Creating and Refuting the Counterargument

Don't leave your reader alone with your counterargument!

Refute the counterargument.

In addition to presenting your argument and counterargument, remember to refute, or invalidate, your counterargument. Show your reader that your counterargument is less realistic/sound/well-founded than your own argument.

The refutation should do the following:
- Explain why the counterargument is wrong.
- Explain why your position (argument) is better.
- Explain where the opposition’s argument falls short.

Here is an example of the refutation at work:

**ARGUMENT:** The primary focus in medical end-of-life decisions should be on patient consent, rather than doctor intention, because it is not a breach against a patient’s rights if s/he consents to the termination of his/her life.

**COUNTERARGUMENT:** Terminally ill patients are likely to be depressed and therefore unable to consent to their hastened death in a balanced or acceptable way.

**REFUTATION:** Depression can be managed. The relevance of depression must be made on a case-by-case basis. Depression does not warrant a general rule prohibiting patients from consenting to a hastened death.

Where does the refutation belong?

**THESIS:** If the counterargument is in the thesis, the refutation needs to be present, too.

**EXAMPLE:** Although Hermione initially displays all the characteristics of a stereotypical bookworm, her subsequent displays of courage, adventurousness, and loyal friendship prove that she is a round character.

**CLAIM STATEMENTS:** If the counterargument is in a claim statement, the refutation needs to be present in the claim statement or later in the paragraph.

**EXAMPLE:** The neoliberal laissez-faire economic policies of American conservatives falsely assume that humans are rational economic agents who act in their best long-term interests.
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BODY PARAGRAPHS: If the counterargument is in a body paragraph, the refutation should come near the middle or end of the body paragraph.

EXAMPLE: Some bioethicists argue that this next wave of performance enhancement is an acceptable and unavoidable feature of competition. As Dr. Andy Miah, who supports the regulated use of gene therapies in sports, claims, “The idea of the naturally perfect athlete is romantic nonsense . . . An athlete achieves what he or she achieves through all sorts of means—technology, sponsorship, support, and so on.” (qtd. in Rudebeck). Miah, in fact, sees athletes’ imminent turn to genetic modification as “merely a continuation of the way sport works; it allows us to create more extraordinary performances” as the goal of competition reflects our culture’s tendency to demand and reward new heights of athletic achievement. The problem is that achievement nowadays increasingly results from biological and high-tech intervention rather than strictly hard work.

INTRODUCTION: If the counterargument is in the introduction, the refutation should be present either in the body of the introduction or in the thesis statement.

EXAMPLE: The debate over athletes’ use of performance-enhancing substances is getting more complicated as biotechnologies such as gene therapy become a reality. The availability of these new methods of boosting performance will force us to decide what we value most in sports—display of physical excellence developed through hard work or victory at all costs. For centuries, spectators and athletes have cherished the tradition of fairness in sports. While sports competition is, of course, largely about winning, it is also about the means by which a player or team wins. Athletes who use any type of biotechnology give themselves an unfair advantage and disrupt the sense of fair play, and they should be banned from competition.

Slyly slip your counterargument and refutation into your sentences. These templates will help you smoothly introduce and refute your counterarguments.

Although [summary of counterargument], . . . [your refutation].

[Proponents of counterargument] might [maintain/argue/claim/contend] that . . . [explain counterargument]. However, . . . [refute argument].

One/Some [claim, etc.] that . . . [counterargument]. However, . . . [refutation].

Many [liberal politicians, doctors, labor union members, etc.] argue that . . . [counterargument]. However, . . . [refutation].

The essence of X's argument is that . . . [counterargument]. Such a stance is [dangerous/inaccurate, etc.] because . . . [refutation].
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The debate over athletes’ use of performance-enhancing substances is getting more complicated as biotechnologies such as gene therapy become a reality. The availability of these new methods of boosting performance will force us to decide what we value most in sports—displays of physical excellence developed through hard work or victory at all costs. For centuries, spectators and athletes have cherished the tradition of fairness in sports. While sports competition is, of course, largely about winning, it is also about the means by which a player or team wins. Athletes who use any type of biotechnology give themselves an unfair advantage and disrupt the sense of fair play, and they should be banned from competition.

Researchers are experimenting with techniques that could manipulate an athlete’s genetic code to build stronger muscles or increase endurance. Searching for cures for diseases like Parkinson’s and muscular dystrophy, scientists at the University of Pennsylvania have created “Schwarzenegger mice,” rodents that grew larger-than-normal muscles after receiving injections with a gene that stimulates growth protein. The researchers also found that a combination of gene manipulation and exercise led to a 35% increase in the strength of rats’ leg muscles. (Lamb 13).
Such therapies are breakthroughs for humans suffering from muscular diseases; for healthy athletes, they could mean new world record in sports involving speed and endurance—but at what cost to the integrity of athletic competition? The International Olympic Committee’s World Anti-Doping Agency has become so alarmed about the possible effects of new gene technology on athletic competition that it has blamed the use of gene therapies and urged researchers to devise a test for detecting genetic modification (Lamb 13).

Some bioethicists argue that this next wave of performance enhancement is an acceptable and unavoidable feature of competition. As Dr. Andy Miah, who supports the regulated use of gene therapies in sports, claims, “The idea of the naturally perfect athlete is romantic nonsense. . . . An athlete achieves what he or she achieves through all sorts of means—technology, sponsorship, support, and so on” (qtd. in Rudebeck). Miah, in fact, sees athletes’ imminent turn to genetic modification as “merely a continuation of the way sport works; it allows us to create more extraordinary performances” as the goal of competition reflects our culture’s tendency to demand and reward new heights of athletic achievement. The problem is that achievement nowadays increasingly results from biological and high-tech intervention rather than strictly hard work.

Better equipment, such as aerodynamic bicycles and fiberglass poles for pole vaulting, have made it possible for athletes to record achievements unthinkable a generation ago. But athletes themselves must put forth the physical effort of training and practice—they must still build their skills—even in the murky area of legal and illegal drug use (Jenkins D11). There is a difference between the use of state-of-the-art equipment and drugs and the modification of the body itself. Athletes who use medical technology to alter
their bodies can bypass the hard work of training by taking on the powers of a machine. If they set new records this way, we lose the opportunity to witness sports as a spectacle of human effort and are left marveling at scientific advances, which have little relation to the athletic tradition of fair play.

Such a tradition has long defined athletic competition. Sports rely on equal conditions to ensure fair play, from regulations that demand similar equipment to referees who evenhandedly apply the rules to all participants. If the rules that guarantee an even playing field are violated, competitors and spectators alike are deprived of a sound basis of comparison on which to judge athletic effort and accomplishment. When major league baseball rules call for solid-wood bats, the player who uses a corks bat enhances his hitting statistics at the expense of players who use regulation equipment. When Ben Johnson tested positive for steroids after setting a world record in the 100-meter dash in the 1988 Olympics, his "achievement" devalued the intense training that his competitors had undergone to prepare for the event—and the International Olympic Committee responded by stripping Johnson of his medal and his world record. Likewise, athletes who use gene therapy to alter their bodies and enhance their performance will create an uneven playing field.

If we let athletes alter their bodies through biotechnology, we might as well dispense with the human element altogether. Instead of watching the 100-meter dash to see who the fastest runner in the world is, we might as well watch the sprinters mount motorcycles and race across the finish line. The absurdity of such an example, however, points to the damage that we will do to sports if we allow these therapies. Thomas Murray, chair of the ethics advisory panel for the World Anti-Doping Agency, says he hopes, not too optimistically, for an "alternative future...where we still find meaning in great
performances as an alchemy of two factors, natural talents . . . and virtues” (qtd. in Jenkins D11).

Unless we are willing to organize separate sporting events and leagues—an Olympics, say, for athletes who have opted for a boost from the test tube and another for athletes who have chosen to keep their bodies natural—we should ask from our athletes that they dazzle us less with extraordinary performance and more with the fruits of their hard work.

Source: Diana Hacker (Boston: Bedford/St. Martin’s, 2007).